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Good Evening
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above.
 
Unfortunately we won't be able to attend the Public Meeting so we are providing our comments
 now as we believe there is a very urgent issue to be resolved, ie, traffic calming devices along
 Leo Drive.
 
The proposed developments will unquestionably increase traffic along Leo Drive. Traffic has
 already increased since the development commenced.
 
Our concern is for the safety of
 

·         all users, especially children, of the park and playground at the junction of Leo Drive and
 Sagittarius Way

·         Leo Drive residents entering and leaving their driveways.
 
We have regularly witnessed cars speeding along Leo Drive, particularly on weekends, with no
 regard or awareness of children using the park, playground and roads to play. Attached is a
 photo we took last Saturday afternoon of several children playing at the park and on the road
 (Sagittarius Way) when a green ute accelerated at about 80kms per hour along Leo Drive only
 metres from them. The photo reflects a typical weekend scene showing children at the park and
 oblivious to the dangers of speeding cars, as kids do. The photo speaks for itself.
 
Cars regularly accelerate down the steep hill on Leo Drive as they approach the playground at
 Sagittarius Way. It is only a matter of time before a child or pedestrian is killed.
 
It is clear a speed hump (traffic calming device) is required 20 metres back from the Sagittarius
 Way junction and another one 20 meters form the Scorpio Grove junction and that the existing
 speed hump should also be retained.
 
Narrawallee is no longer the sleepy hollow it once was and Leo Drive will become a main
 thoroughfare. The proposal to remove the existing speed hump is gross planning negligence.
 
In view of the above, you have clear evidence that urgent action must be taken to address the
 current dangerous situation. Not in a few months....it needs to be done immediately. We will
 regard any deferral to correct this danger to children and other citizens as gross negligence by
 Council.
 
Thank you.



 
Regards,
 
Maureen and David Pye
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